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Why the `Grand Alliance '

Is Not So Grand
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This may be a good time, with
the retirement of Chancellor
Adenauer of Germany and
Prime Minister Macmillan of
Britain, to take another
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fusion in
'Am ca .out foreign affairs
comes from atende cy to think
about allies literally riends,"
to personalize • ita into Mac-
millan, Vietna o 'President
Diem or even Mme . Nhu, and
to assume that agreeable per-
sonal meetings with such polit-
ical leaders 'will 1 d t•, com-
mon un rs andin and c' li

It is asy - o u s " ow
this ~o ula dea evele . -d . The
Arne an eople like to believe
that plain talk and open friend-
liness can solve almost anything.
Eisenhower and Kennedy have
both encouraged this illusion.
And a whole new school of pop-
ular journalism has been built
on the technique of explaining
nations by telling the personal
stories of their leaders.
The Paradoxical Record

Yet nothing is more mislead-
ing than this romantic and per-
sonal approach to foreign af-
fairs . Kennedy's meeting with
de Gaulle in 1961 was a triumph
that soon developed into a dis-
aster. His meeting with Khru-
shchev was a disaster that grad-
ually developed into an accom-
modation.

There has never been a more
pleasant diplomatic conference
than the President's with Prime
Minister Pearson of Canada at
Hyannis Port, yet here is Pear-
son this week yelling at Ken-
nedy about wheat and labor and
shouting in the same angry na-
tionalistic tones as the terrible-
tempered Mr. . Diefenbaker.

Some leaders may have the
power to determine the policies
of their countries by themselves.
Maybe de Gaulle can do it for
France, but nations usually act
in accordance with their own
selfish interests regardless of
what they have said in some
tete-a-tete with Kennedy.

Thus, our Democratic
"friends" are kicked out as
leaders of Honduras and the
Dominican Republican, not be-
cause those countries are against
the Alliance for Progress but
simply because the military in
those countries are thinking
first about themselves .
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The United States is bound!
to have trouble with its allies
because only at the point of
imminent war do they all havel
a common interest in following'.
common policy . And the less the
chance of war, the more the
allies tend to follow their own
'devices, which may be what
'Khrushchev had in mind by , !re-
ducing tension in the first place.

Also, the United States,'fà .c-
ing on both the Atlantic and the
Pacific, must have a worldwide
policy, while Britain, France and
Germany do not . If Washington
allows the Communists to break
out anywhere in the World, its
policy of containment is in
jeopardy elsewhere . So it fights
in Vietnam, but the French and
British, who are also obliged
by treaty to help in Southeast
Asia, do not feel that Vietnam
is vital to them, so they do
nothing there but scoff at our
mistakes.

On the other hand, Britain
and France felt that they had
to fight in Suez to defend their
interests, and the United States,
opposing the use of force as an
instrument of its worldwide
policy, refused to go along and
even opposed them.
The Passing Generation

The obvious truth is that the
allies differ drastically in power
and responsibility ; their inter-
ests may be common in some
places and under some circum-
stances but not common and
even contradictory in others;
rnd the result is, no matter
what statesmen say to each
other in the glow of private :.
conversation, their geography,
history, ideology and commerce
prove to be more powerful than
treaties or private personal un-
derstandings.

Adenauer and Macmillan are
just the first of the old genera-
tion of statesmen to leave the
stage. Nehru, Chiang Kai-shek,
Salazar, Franco and even Khru-
schchev, Mao Tse-tung and Tito:

R
will follow in due course, '

Thus, it is not too early to
) lbegin thinking about alliances
On terms of quality instead of
ÿquantity, and of adjusting these
;relationships to power, respon-
sibility and common interests.

This is a delicate operation, ,
but it will either be done by,
foresight or forced by politics .='j
No amount of money will coveri
up the mistakes of the past orr '
put the present policies in Asia
and Latin America on a sound
basis .
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